1. The equation. We are given a real function of the real variable x which we denote by h(x). The domain of this function is the real continuum. We require that (1) 1 ^ h{x) < E, a constant.
We let Ä0(x)=0, hi(x)=h(x), • • • , hj(x) = Äy_i(x) + hi(x + h3"i(x)) (2) i'-O It is immediate that hn+](x)^j and that 23/Li l/hj(x) diverges. A function that satisfied these conditions is 1+1/x>ö>0. Asa matter of notation with n, k = 0, 1, 2, • • • we let where a is also a constant. Here a¡{h{x)) is a polynomial in the Â.'s, ¿ = 0, 1, 2, • • • . Certain restrictions which we shall place on pi(x), pi{x), • ■ • , pn(x) and on S(x) as well as those placed on h(x) are sufficient, but not proved, necessary for the results of the paper.
2.
A heuristic existence theorem. We first assume that The precise form of F is not important for our present purposes, although given later on.
To see how this step-up process is carried out we illustrate as follows:
We have the identity, The fact that £j" i V^j diverges assures us that ÎP(r+« has the limit zero when r becomes infinite. We remember that 0<a<x, where a is constant. We also note that fP(r+1)-(x+/zs+r)(r)-»0 when x becomes infinite. In other words the infinite series is in this sense (general factorial) asymptotic to l/(x+Ai). This is not dependent upon the divergence of Sj=i V^y-Also (11) is an identity only dependent upon the nonvanishing of any denominator.
To get a series for l/(x-f &2)(2) in h,+i we proceed as follows:
We have just proved DO (12) 1/(X + Äi) = £ (*.+,_! -//l) «-"/(X + AJ+y) W.
Ina precisely similar way we prove oo (12') l/(x + h2) = £ (Â0+,_2 -k¿u-»/(x + hB+j-iY». 3=1 We now multiply each term of (12) into (12') term by term choosing g as illustrated. Thus (hs+i-\-Ai)(i_1)/(x+As+1)(i) is multiplied into (12')withg = (í+í+l).
We write l/(x + k2)m = l/(x + hs+2y» + (hs+2 -h2)/(x + ¿s+s)<3)
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We sum by columns and obtain
This series is absolutely convergent as is shown in [2] by consideration of double series. We now make like developments for l/(x+As)<3) etc. We then multiply by the respective coefficients and sum. To We treat this exactly as we treated the series for y(x) and obtain, after replacing 5 by n which is the order of (5), We multiply each term of this expansion into the appropriate development of pi(x) as here illustrated. We now form £"=i pi{x)y(x-\-h%) and obtain a right-hand member for equation (5). The left-hand member, namely y(x), is given by (10) with s = n. We now find be(h)=0 and solve successfully for bi(h), b2(h), • • • . We can do this by the uniqueness theorem [2] which tells us that the numerators over the same factorial power are the same. This, of course, is under the assumption that the series converges uniformly, x>o, and has the asymptotic character described. We notice that b¡-\ occurs in the left-hand member over a denominator of degree (j -1) Dut *n the right-hand member of degree at least j. This permits successive determination of bjQi) as desired. 
3=1
We notice that all coefficients are positive beyond the first which may be zero. This assures us that no coefficient in y(x) or Q(x) when developed in powers of l/(x+AB+i) is negative. We wish to show that when we develop S into a series similar to the above, all coefficients are zero or positive also. We shall show that when we develop 4. Conclusion. We now notice that the processes of §2 involve only the operations of addition and multiplication.
We also notice that the series obtained in §2 formally satisfies the equation. By comparing the coefficients in (5) with those in (17), noting absolute uniform convergence and the asymptotic character of the series, we have the following theorem : an equation which has MIX as a solution. A second natural way is to change S so that C+M/X is a solution.
